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Reproducible and highly precise welding seams 

 

The BMW Group employs state-of-the-art laser technology in their mass 

production of doors and tailgates. The precise wire feed and accurate process 

monitoring are key factors in the welding and brazing of aluminium and steel. 

For many years, the BMW Group has relied on developments from the system 

supplier Dinse and, using their PUSH-PUSH system, achieves first class, 

reproducible aluminium welding seam qualities and greatly improved system 

availability and reliability. 

 

 

At BMW’s Dingolfing plant, some 

1,500 vehicles roll off the 

production line every single day. 

No less than 6,000 mounting 

parts in the form of aluminium 

doors and tailgates are 

manufactured across three shifts 

a day for these vehicles. As 

many as 55 seams are welded 

on each vehicle for doors and 

hatches alone. Depending on the 

product line, the automobile manufacturer can generally expect overall welded seam 

lengths ranging between 6.6 and 16.2 metres per vehicle. 

 

Laser welding and brazing, with its focused energy input, has been an established 

production technology in the automobile industry for quite some time. This procedure 

connects bodywork parts using narrow and slim weld seams, at high speed and with 

minimal thermal distortion. 
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Laser welding and soldering systems generally consist of multiple units from different 

manufacturers: for example, robots, a laser source, laser optics and a wire feed drive.   

The reliable and fully error-free networking of these units is an absolute prerequisite 

in achieving both the special quality of the product and high system availability. 

 

For the past seven years the Dinse company, based in Hamburg, has been 

collaborating with the BMW Group on wire feeding processes. The highly precise 

push-push wire feed system from Dinse facilitates the continuous monitoring of all 

parameters in addition 

to a consistent weld 

seam quality. This 

system also guarantees 

maximum process 

stability and thereby an 

above-average system 

reliability and up-time.  

 

The basic design of a 

wire feeder system is 

modular, which allows for filler wire to be fed using one or several drive units, 

according to the application. The additional material is supplied from a storage 

container where a direct connection within the immediate laser optics environment is 

not possible for due to size and weight. A system is required to transport the 

aluminium wire to the weld pool over longer distances and with perfect precision. For 

this reason, a wire feed system is employed, consisting of two completely decoupled 

feeding units. The front drive unit, allocated to the laser optics, controls the selected 

wire feed speed. The rear drive ensures that the supply of wire is sufficient. This 

mode of operation, which is fully decoupled in terms of control technology for both 

drives, is known as the push-push system. It ensures a constant wire run, 

independent of torsion and bending of the torch set. 

This system ensures that the wire is available to the front drive without torsion or 

flexion caused by tension from the torch set. It draws the exact quantity of additional 

wire required for the process. Thus a constant and reproducible wire feed is 

guaranteed at all times. 
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A fast and highly precise joining process such as laser welding demands consistent 

precision from all system partners. The performance of the wire feeder system is also 

determined by the control technology installed. A digital wire sensor, fitted locally 

downstream of the front drive, captures data for the purpose of comprehensive 

process monitoring. 

The sensor-based high-precision wire positioning and feed are monitored 

automatically, with distance measurement and adjustment of the exact quantity of 

additional material required. The withdrawal distance and the subsequent forward 

feed of the wire are programmable on the display. Process values for the 

microprocessor control are also managed and shown on the display. 

 

This accurate and controlled 

feed of additional material 

consistently produces the 

top quality, reproducible 

weld result demanded by 

the customer.  

BMW has been able to 

greatly increase system 

availability, ultimately 

guaranteeing the high 

efficiency of the procedure. 

 

 

Fig. 1: Interior section of a BMW side door. It is fully constructed in aluminium. 

Fig. 2: Aluminium laser weld seam on a vehicle door / aluminium weld seam 

Fig. 3: The wire drive system from Dinse consisting of the control, wire feed, drive unit, wire 

feed sensor and wire guide components  

Fig. 4: During the welding and soldering process, the extremely accurate process monitoring 

system documents the additional material feed, thus guaranteeing a highly precise and 

reproducible seam 


